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CONTEMPORARY

CONTEMPORARY
The Sassy Belles
Beth Albright
PB $15.50

There are only two
seasons in Tuscaloosa-football and waitingfor-football. When Lewis
Heart, football announcer
and voice of the Crimson Tide, vanishes
after an impromptu romp with Vivi Anne
McFadden at the Fountain Mist Motel,
Vivi does what any Southern woman
would do: calls her best friend, Blake
O’Hara Heart, attorney-at-law.

Magnolia Drive
Rochelle Alers
PB $15.50

After a taste of Broadway stardom and a failed
marriage, Francine Tanner is rebuilding her life
back home on Cavanaugh
Island. She’s done with acting-and
anyone who isn’t genuine about real life
and true feelings. But the mysterious
newcomer who’s bought land outside
her hometown of Sanctuary Cove is as
down-to-earth as he is handsome.

No Strings
Attached
Susan Andersen
PB $15.50

Tasha Riordan’s one night
with Luc Bradshaw was
the best of her life. The
following two--when he left
her to be thrown into a Bahamian jail on
bogus charges--were her worst. Now,
seven years later, the undercover DEA
agent is back. Invading her town. Her
restaurant. Her fantasies. She can’t trust
a man who lied to her. Yet neither can
she trust herself--not when their chemistry burns even hotter than before.

Lady Luck
Kristen Ashley
PB $13.50

Since birth, Lexie Berry
has had nothing but bad
luck. Orphaned at an
early age, she had a rough
childhood and a boyfriend
who was murdered. Now the beautiful,
stylish Lexie is determined to change
her luck and her life. But first she’s got
to make good on a promise: to pick up
Ty Walker from prison.

Wedding
Chocolate
Adrianne Byrd
PB $13.50

This novel contains two
stories. Two Grooms and
a Wedding - Attorney Isabella Kane has big dreams
that include marriage to equally ambitious Randall Jarrett. But on the way to
the altar, she meets a luscious hunk.
Sinful Chocolate - Charlie Masters has
no plans to change his heartbreaker
ways. Then some troubling news from
his doctor gives him pause for regret...
and six months to make things right with
all the women he’s wronged.

How to Handle a
Heartbreaker
Marie Harte

The Dog Park
Laura Caldwell
PB $15.50

Stylist Jessica Champlin
knows it takes more than
a darling Goldendoodle to
save a marriage. She and
her ex-husband, Sebastian Hess, had too many irreconcilable
differences for even their beloved dog,
Baxter, to heal. So they’ve agreed to
joint custody, and life has settled into
a prickly normalcy. But when Baxter
heroically rescues a child and the video
footage goes viral, Jess and Sebastian
are thrown together again.

PB $13.50

It’s lust at first sight when
Brody Singer first lays eyes
on Abby Dunn. The darkhaired beauty looks a lot
like a woman he once knew, who died
years ago. At first Brody fears his attraction is a holdover from that secret crush,
but Abby’s definitely different. She’s a
lot shyer, a lot sexier and, despite her
attempts to dissuade his interest, absolutely mesmerizing.

Honey Pie
Donna Kauffman

Looking for
Trouble
Victoria Dahl

PB $13.50

PB $15.50

Librarian Sophie Heyer has
walked the straight and
narrow her entire life to
make up for her mother’s
mistakes. Falling hard for the sexiest
biker who’s ever ridden into town would
undo everything she’s worked for. And to
add insult to injury, the alluring stranger
is none other than Alex Bishop--the son
of the man Sophie’s mother abandoned
her family for.

The Sweetest
Summer
Susan Donovan
PB $15.50

Every instinct told Police
Chief Clancy Flynn that his
island’s claim to fame was
nothing but a silly tourist
attraction. But now and then, he couldn’t
help but wonder if his lifetime of bad
romances--starting with the pretty tourist
who broke his fourteen-year-old heart-could be traced back to a childhood
prank involving that very statue. Then
one day the pretty tourist comes barreling back into Bayberry--all grown-up and
on the run with her niece.

Homecoming
Lily Everett
PB $11.99

Dylan Harrington, the infamous “Bad Boy Billionaire,”
decides to escape his life of
scandalous escapades for
some R & R on Sanctuary
Island. He never expects his harmless
flirtation with a waitress at the Firefly
Cafe to make him long for a simpler life.

Craving Temptation
Deborah Mello Fletcher
PB $13.50

After a rocky year, life
is once again sweet for
brothers Troy and Quentin
Elliot, and Quentin’s new
wife, Harper. Their bakery,
Just Desserts, is thriving. In fact, Troy
is ready to pursue his next big goal: to
run for Mayor of Memphis, Tennessee.
The competition is tough, but there’s one
challenge Troy doesn’t anticipate - his
opponent’s distractingly beautiful campaign manager, Amina Salman.

help.

Honey isn’t sure how to
put down roots when she
has nowhere to plant them.
But a sexy, softhearted
mechanic is determined to

Death, Taxes, and
Silver Spurs
Diane Kelly
PB $15.50

IRS Special Agent Tara
Holloway is head over
heels...in trouble.Easy’s
getting harder every day for
Tara. A tax-evading pet groomer managed to buzz off a big chunk of her hair...
just in time for her date strictly-business
meeting with country-music heartthrob
Brazos Rivers. Of course Tara shouldn’t
care--she’s devoted to Special Agent
Nick Pratt, after all--but Rivers does
know how to steal a woman’s heart with
a song...”Better than a refund check
from the IRS!”

Only with You
Lauren Layne
PB $11.99

Cocktail waitress Sophie
Dalton doesn’t exactly have
a life plan. She’s perfectly
happy being everyone’s
favorite party girl. But
when a Las Vegas bachelorette party
goes awry and an uptight businessman
mistakes Sophie for a prostitute . . . well,
Sophie wonders if it’s time to reevaluate
her priorities.

Wed in Wyoming
and a Little Texas
Allison Leigh
PB $12.99

Angeline Clay knows all
about arrogant men like
Brody Paine. She’s mastered the art of rejecting the
sexy agent’s none-too-subtle overtures.
But now she’s out of her league...because two children’s lives depend on her
masquerading as Brody’s wife! Soon the
high stakes, close quarters and Brody’s
unexpected kindness wear down her
defenses. Then a tender kiss turns into
something less innocent....

Ready for
Romance
Debbie Macomber
PB $13.50

At fourteen, Jessica Kellerman was madly in love
with Evan Dryden, one of
the boys next door, much
to the amusement of both their families.
Now, ten years later, she’s about to
start working for the Dryden brothers,
Evan and Damian. But no one will let
her forget her girlish crush, and Jessica
finds it frustrating in the extreme.

Shelter Me
Catherine Mann
PB $15.50

Nestled in the sunny fields
of Tennessee lies the
McDaniel family’s Second
Chance Ranch Animal
Rescue. Two new arrivals are on their way, but only one is the
four-legged kind. Staff Sergeant Mike
Kowalski has to hand off his fallen commander’s dog, Trooper, to this family
without handing off his heart to Sierra.

The Cottage on
the Corner
Shirlee McCoy
PB $15.50

After a heartbreaking
marriage to a cheater,
Charlotte Garrison gives
up on love. And although
Sheriff Max Stanford has endeavored
to remain unencumbered by romantic
entanglements, that resolution is turned
on its ear when a flaky girlfriend dumps
three-year-old Zuzu on him on the way
to Vegas, insisting she’s his daughter.
Max turns to Charlotte for help, and
Charlotte opens her heart to the little
girl.

Trouble in
Tennessee &
Montana Sheriff
Tanya Michaels
PB

$12.99

This novel contains two
stories. Trouble in Tennessee - James is in Joyous to help
her sister through a rough pregnancy.
Townspeople are taking bets on how
long it will take their former wild child to
get bored and leave! Montana Sheriff Nothing and no one could make Sheriff
Cole James walk away from his hometown. Not even Veronica “Ronnie” McCloud, his best friend and the woman
he let leave even though he loved her.

Mr. Right Goes
Wrong
Pamela Morsi
PB $15.50

Like a bad-choice-making
boomerang, Mazy Gulliver
has returned to her mom’s
tiny house in Brandt Mountain. Mazy’s
so determined to rebuild her life she
hardly minds being the new loan collector, or even working for Tad, her ex.

Between the
Sheets
Molly O’Keefe
PB $15.50

Even after Shelby’s ex-lover
proclaims on national television that she’s a wildcat in
bed, no one believes that
the preacher’s daughter and upstanding
citizen could have a secret dirty side. And
although people who look at Ty tend to
see his tough-guy exterior, he’s hardworking, generous, and trying his best to
build a life for the 11-year-old son he only
just met.

Unstoppable
Shannon Richard
PB $15.50

Melanie O’Bryan knows life
is too short to be afraid of
taking chances. And former
Air Force sergeant Bennett
Hart is certainly worth taking a chance
on. He’s agreed to help her students
with a school project, but she’s hoping
the handsome handyman will offer her a
whole lot more.

The Stranger and
Tessa Jones and
Not Without Her
Family
Christine Rimmer
PB $12.99

This novel contains two stories. The Stranger and Tessa Jones - Tessa Jones can’t turn away
the injured stranger who stumbles onto
her doorstep in the middle of a blizzard.
Even though he has no memory of who
he is or how he came to the California Sierras, she can’t resist the intense feelings
growing between them. Not Without Her
Family - It’s trouble for police chief Jack
Martin when Kelsey Reagan blows into
his town. Her brother is a murder suspect, and this “reformed” bad girl vows to
prove he’s innocent. Jack’s captivated by
her--as is his young daughter.

Something New
Nora Roberts
PB $15.50

This novel contains two
stories. Impulse - For once
in her life, Rebecca Malone
has decided to follow her
impulses and heads to
Greece in search of adventure. So when
a sexy local restaurant owner pursues
her, she can’t resist. Lessons Learned Carlo Franconi embodies everything that
Juliet Trent avoids in a client. Juliet is
finding it impossible to resist the famous
chef’s charm, especially when he’s looking at her as if she’s an enticing new dish
he just can’t wait to taste.

Girlfriends
Patrick Sanchez
PB $13.50

Follows the hilarious exploits of three unforgettable
women as they search for
love and perfection.

Back to You
Jessica Scott
PB $11.99

Trent Davila doesn’t know
how to stay away from the
war, until he realizes that
his dedication to the Army
has cost him his family.
After being wounded in action, Trent
volunteers for deployment after deployment. Finally, his wife, Laura, sends him
divorce papers, which he can’t bring
himself to sign. When Trent’s accused
of harassing a female subordinate, he
and Laura must pretend to be a happy
couple to keep him out of jail.

Hideaway Cove
Anna Sullivan
PB $15.50

Jessi Randal walked away
from her last relationship
with a baby and a broken
heart. Now, years later, the
last thing this single mom
wants is to give Windfall Island - and
all its nosy residents - anything more to
gossip about. But the moment she lays
eyes on the tall, sexy stranger with the
slow Southern drawl, she knows she’s in
delicious trouble.

The Man Plan
Tracy Anne Warren
PB $15.50

What’s a girl to do when
the man she’s loved her
entire life thinks of her as
a little sister? Worse, her
own big sister was the one
who broke his heart years earlier. For Ivy
Grayson, the chance to get him to see
her in a different light comes when she
receives an invitation to move into his
luxury New York apartment building.

WESTERN
Different Dreams
Tory Cates
PB $15.50

Malou Sanders has always
felt most comfortable in
the world of animals and
chosen their company over
that of men. So when land
developer Cameron Landell threatens
to sell the Texas ranch where she keeps
the troop of Japanese monkeys she’s
studying, Malou decides to fight to save
the animals. Then Malou confronts Cameron, and from the moment she looks
into his thickly lashed dark eyes, her
resolve melts.

Mercy
B J Daniels
PB $15.50

For U.S. marshal Rourke
Kincaid, there’s the law...
and then there’s his law. A
killing spree has gripped
the Northwest, showing a
strange connection that only he sees.
Forced to turn rogue, he goes deep undercover to track his mysterious female
suspect to a cafe in Beartooth, Montana.

PARANORMAL

WESTERN
Harvest at Mustang
Ridge
Jesse Hayworth
PB $15.50

With guest season about
to start at the ranch, Krista
Skye needs to track down
a new head wrangler fast. Unfortunately, the best man for the job is the
last person Krista wants to see--Wyatt
Webb, the college sweetheart who left
her behind.

Wild Roses
Hannah Howell
PB

$15.50

Ella Carson is furious. Her
greedy relatives have hired
Harrigan Mahoney to drag
her from her aunt’s Wyoming home and take her to
Philadelphia. If he succeeds, Ella knows
that she’ll be buried within a year, killed
by the uncle who wants her inheritance.
Ella has to convince Harrigan that she is
a woman in real peril.

One Night with a
Cowboy
Cat Johnson
PB $13.50

A single look at the leggy
blonde in the stands and
Tucker Jenkins is ready to
buck all night long. It’s time
to forget all about his cheating ex and
his usual hands off policy. Becca Hart is
an East Coast professor. Not a buckle
bunny. But no degree can prepare her
for the moves of the sexy bull rider she
hooks up with at her first rodeo.

Long Tall Texans
Vol II Tyler &
Sutton
Diana Palmer
PB $15.50

If a man took only a cursory glance at Nell Regan,
he could easily miss the
beauty in her shy face, or the sexy figure
hidden beneath her shapeless clothes.
Nell has learned the hard way that she
doesn’t have anything to offer a man.
Her future is here in Arizona, running
her dude ranch, by herself...until Tyler
Jacobs arrives. But Nell’s not about to
mistake kindness for love. Not again.

Seducing Lauren
Kristen Proby
PB $15.50

Now that his best friend,
Josh, has happily settled
down with his true love on
a Montana ranch, smalltown lawyer Ty Sullivan
starts thinking that maybe single life isn’t
all it’s cracked up to be. And when Lauren Cunningham’s no-good ex-husband
comes after her for an unexpected trust
fund, Ty steps in to protect her. But soon
he can’t help but think of her as more
than a client.

The Cattleman
Meets His Match
Sherri Shackelford
PB $11.99

Cowboy John Elder needs
a replacement crew of
cattle hands to drive his
longhorns to Kansas--he
just never figured they’d be wearing petticoats. Traveling with Moira O’Mara and
the orphan girls in her care is a mutually beneficial arrangement. Yet despite
Moira’s declaration of independence,
the feisty beauty evokes John’s every
masculine instinct to protect, defend...
marry?

The Wrangler’s
Inconvenient Wife
Lacy Williams
PB $11.99

With no family to watch
over them, it’s up to Fran
Morris to take care of her
younger sister, even if it means marrying
a total stranger. Gruff, strong and silent,
her new husband is a cowboy down to
the bone. He wed Fran to protect her,
not to love her, but her heart has never
felt so vulnerable.

Unbroken
Maisey Yates
PB $15.50

Amber Jameson has
always thought of her best
friend Cade as an older
brother. A really hot older
brother. But growing up
in foster care, she learned to rely only
on herself. As much as she likes stealing glances at Cade’s chiseled jaw and
painted-on jeans, she resents the way
he swoops in like a superhero to fix
things for her.

HISTORICAL
I Adored a Lord
Katharine Ashe
PB $11.99

All that clever, passionate
Ravenna Caulfield wants
is to stay far away from
high society’s mean girls.
All that handsome, heroic
Lord Vitor Courtenay wants is to dash
from dangerous adventure to adventure. Now, snowbound in a castle with a
bevy of the ton’s scheming maidens all
competing for a prince’s hand in marriage, Ravenna’s worst nightmare has
come true.

The Danger in
Tempting an Earl
Sophie Barnes
PB $15.50

Lucien Marvaine never
thought he was good
enough for Katherine. As
the younger son of an earl,
he didn’t have a title or prospects. Then
fate steps in and gives him a second
chance, and this new Earl of Roxbury is
determined to make the beautiful Kate
his own, one touch and one kiss at a
time.

Why Lords Lose
Their Hearts
Manda Collins
PB $15.50

Perdita, the widowed
Duchess of Ormonde,
keeps a dangerous
secret--the truth of how
her brutish husband died. But a mysterious avenger seems to know it, too, and
when anonymous threats turn into public
attacks, there’s only one friend she can
turn to for help--her husband’s former
secretary, Lord Archer Lisle. The man
who witnessed her every heartache.

Claimed by the
Laird
Nicola Cornick
PB $15.50

An old maid--that’s all
Lady Christina McMorlan,
daughter to the Duke of
Forres, is to society now
that she’s past thirty. She has no time to
pine, however. By night, she’s The Lady,
head of a notorious whiskey-smuggling
gang that supports her impoverished
clan. They’re always one step ahead
of the revenue man--until Lucas Black
shows up.

A Mother for His
Children
Jan Drexler

PB $11.99

After her sweetheart’s
betrayal, Ruthy Mummert
leaves behind the smalltown gossip of her Amish
community for the first opportunity she
can find: a housekeeper position in faraway LaGrange County, Indiana. Ruthy
didn’t realize the job meant caring for
“ten” children--and for their handsome
widowed father.

Rogue with a
Brogue
Suzanne Enoch
PB $15.50

Stuck in a Mayfair ballroom
thanks to his lovestruck
brother, highlander Arran
MacLawry wants nothing
but a bit of distraction from an arranged
betrothal--and a clever auburn-haired
lass in a vixen’s mask promises just
that...until he discovers that she’s the
granddaughter of the Campbell, chief of
clan MacLawry’s longtime rival.

A Good
Debutante’s
Guide to Ruin
Sophie Jordan

PB $15.50

Declan, the Duke of Banbury, has no interest in
ushering Rosalie Hughes,
his stepsister, into society. Dumped on
him with nowhere else to go, he’s determined to rid himself of the headstrong
debutante by bestowing on her an
obscenely large dowry, making her the
most sought-after heiress of the Season.

Loving Rose
Stephanie Laurens
PB $15.50

Miraculously spared from
death, Malcolm Sinclair
erases the notorious man
he once was. Reinventing himself as Thomas
Glendower, he strives to make amends
for his past, yet he never imagines
penance might come via a secretive
lady he discovers living in his secluded
manor.

The Truth
about Leo
Katie MacAlister
PB $15.50

Leopold Ernst George
Mortimer, seventh earl
of March, and spy in the
service of the king, finds
himself on the wrong end of a saber
and left for dead. He wakes up not
remembering what happened...in the
care of a beautiful woman who says
she is his wife.

Innocence
Undone
Kat Martin
PB $15.50

Jessica Fox wasn’t
always the beautiful, composed young woman who
is the toast of the London.
Born in poverty, Jessica wandered the
streets until fate found her a guardian in the aging Marquess of Belmore.
Now, it is fate she tempts with her
longing for the Marquess’s son, the arrogant and handsome Captain Mathew
Seaton.

Protected by
the Warrior
Barbara Phinney
PB $11.99

When Clara became a
midwife, she vowed to
preserve life above all.
She’ll keep that vow, even
if it means defying a Norman baron
by hiding a Saxon slave and her child.
Yet when the ruthless lord threatens
Clara’s village--and her life--she’s
forced to rely on another Norman to
keep her safe.

A Woman Made
for Sin
Michele Sinclair
PB $15.50

Three best friends are
the most eligible ladies in
London. But Lady Aimee
Wentworth only has eyes
for the handsome sailor who captured
her heart long ago. Lady Aimee Wentworth has grown tired of Reece Hamilton avoiding her. Unable to shake her
childhood vow to marry the dashing
sailor, she devises a plan that she’s
certain will land her in his arms. But
before she can act, she’s captured by
Reece’s crew, and an ill-timed case of
mistaken identity all but shatters her
hopes of winning back his affections.

My Beautiful Enemy
Sherry Thomas
PB $15.50

Hidden beneath Catherine
Blade’s uncommon beauty
is a daring that matches any
man’s. Although this has
taken her far in the world,
she still doesn’t have the one thing she
craves: the freedom to live life as she
chooses. Finally given the chance to earn
her independence, who should be standing in her way but the only man she’s
ever loved, the only person to ever betray
her.

The Mistress of
Normandy
Susan Wiggs
PB $15.50

Susan Wiggs transports
readers to the lush French
countryside of Normandy in
a tale of love, family honor
and true knights in shining armor.

PARANORMAL
One Bite Per Night
Brooklyn Ann
PB $13.50

Vincent Tremayne, the
reclusive “Devil Earl,” has
been manipulated into
taking rambunctious Lydia
Price as his ward. As Lord
Vampire of Cornwall, Vincent has better things to do than bring out an unruly
debutante. Now he’ll do anything to hold
on forever

Shifter’s Claim
A C Arthur
PB $15.50

Rich, handsome, and
successful--hotel magnate
Sebastian “Bas” Perry could
have any woman he desires. But despite his animal
attraction to women, he avoids relationships at all costs. As a Shadow Shifter, he
must defend innocent humans from the
deadliest of his kind. And the most dangerous game of all is falling in love. Priya
Drake is an ambitious reporter hungry for
a story. At a presidential fundraiser, she
sets her sights on the mysterious and
magnetic Bas Perry, a man with a secret
she’s determined to uncover.

Guarded
Mary Behre
PB $15.50

Dr. Shelley Morgan, a
veterinarian with an unusual talent, can talk to the
animals like a latter-day Dr.
Doolittle. The animals in
the small town of Elkridge, have much to
relate, including some tales of disappearances at the local private zoo. Shelley
passes their tips along to Devin Jones,
a detective from the Tidewater Police
Department. Devin has his own reasons
for catching up with Shelley: he’s been
secretly in love with her since college.

The Winter King
C L Wilson
PB $15.50

Khamsin Coruscate, Princess of Summerlea and
summoner of Storms, has
spent her life exiled to the
shadows of her father’s palace. Reviled
by her father, marriage to Wintercraig’s
icy king was supposed to be a terrible
punishment, but instead offers Kham her
first taste of freedom--and her first taste
of overwhelming passion.

WEREWOLVES
Dark Wolf
Christine Feehan
PB $15.50

Caught between two warring species, Dimitri has
spent centuries hunting
the undead to keep his
people free and humans
safe. Now, marked for extermination by
the Lycans, Dimitri finds himself alone,
and fearing for his life. But salvation is
coming.

Beyond the Moon
& Ghost Wolf
Michele Hauf
PB $12.99

This novel contains two
stories. Beyond the Moon
- For four centuries, vampire hunter Rook has sworn off love. But
something about the pretty witch Verity
Van Velde calls to him.Ghost Wolf Since a hunter’s bullet took his father’s
life, Beckett Severo has wanted revenge.
Faery magick has turned him from a
werewolf into something more powerful.

Loyal Wolf &
Immortal
Obsession
Linda O Johnston
PB $12.99

This novel contains two
stories. Loyal Wolf - When
deputy sheriff Kathlene
Baylor detects anarchist behavior outside her Montana town, she calls in the
military. Little does she know the assigned team is not a normal task force.
Immortal Obsession - A band of humanhating vampires has overtaken London.
Madison Chase, a reporter investigating
missing teenagers, lands in the middle of
the struggle.

The Vampire’s
Wolf & the
Resurrectionist
Jenna Kernan
PB $12.99

This novel contains two
stories. The Vampire’s Wolf
- As a werewolf, marine
captain Travis MacConnelly should
be immune to the deadly attraction of
female vampires. But Brianna Vittori
ignites his most primal desires. The
Resurrectionist - Dani is so tough even
the grave couldn’t keep her down. After
mysterious beings had brought her back.

WEREWOLVES
Hero of a Highland
Wolf
Terry Spear
PB $15.50

Colleen Playfair has never
been to Scotland, but
when she discovers she
must spend a year and
a day overseas learning to manage
her newly inherited estate, she’s ready
for the challenge. She even has some
ideas for improvements - if she can get
past the sexy werewolf who seems convinced he’s the one in charge. But he’s
digging in his claws.

SUSPENSE
Deadline
Maggie K Black
PB $11.99

No one but reporter Jack
Brooks believes three
seemingly unrelated
deaths are the work of
a clever serial killer. Not
even the woman he’s convinced is the
next victim--beautiful wedding planner
Meg Duff. Even when he tracks her to
her remote Canadian island home in
time to save her life, Meg can’t--and
won’t--help the maverick reporter.

Hot Intent
Cindy Dees
PB $15.50

Katie McCloud just wants
to be a mom to Dawn
and girlfriend to Dr. Alex
Peters. But the violent
unrest that brought them
all together is once again erupting into
their lives. Sent to Cuba to help care for
hurricane victims, Katie and Alex are
thrust back into the thick of international
espionage--this time, on opposite sides.

Out of Hiding
Rachel Dylan
PB $11.99

This vow has kept P.I. Sadie Lane safe ever since
she saw her parents murdered and then entered
Witness Protection. But
when she gets a lead on the long-ago
killer she can’t forget, Sadie joins forces
with a dashing FBI agent leading his
own investigation into the crime boss.
Kip Moore makes her yearn to trust, but
protocol demands Sadie keep her true
identity hidden.

Her Stolen Past
Lynette Eason
PB $11.99

When Sonya Daniels
finds a kidnapped baby’s
birth certificate hidden in
her late mother’s home,
she’s shocked. What was
her family’s connection to the child,
still missing for over two decades? And
what happened to the little girl? Sonya
hires detective Brandon Hayes to help
her get to the truth.

A Trace of Memory
Valerie Hansen
PB $11.99

Emma Landers has amnesia. Problem is, she can’t
remember how she got it,
why she’s injured or why
someone wants to hurt
her. When she lands on the doorstep of
former love Travis Wright, she can barely
remember their past history. But she
knows she can trust him to protect her.

Deserves to Die
Lisa Jackson
PB $15.50

Anne-Marie Calderone
comes to Grizzly Falls
on the run from a stalker,
hoping that Sheriff Dan
Grayson will be able to help
her. Unfortunately, Grayson has been
shot and is in a coma. While Anne-Marie
tries to figure out what to do, Pescoli and
Alvarez deal with acting sheriff Hooper
Blackwater, then another Jane Doe,
like the others, each found with her ring
finger missing.

Declan’s Cross
Carla Neggers
PB $15.50

For marine biologist Julianne Maroney, two weeks
in tiny Declan’s Cross on
the south Irish coast is a
chance to heal her broken heart. She
doesn’t expect to attract the attention
of FBI agents Emma Sharpe and Colin
Donovan, who are in Ireland for their own
personal retreat. Ten years ago, art was
stolen from a mansion in Declan’s Cross,
but it has never been recovered and the
elusive thief never caught. Now, from the
moment Julianne sets foot on Irish soil,
everything goes wrong.

Lay It Down
Cara McKenna
PB $15.50

Vince Grossier is the
self-crowned outlaw king
around here. But when Fortuity’s slick new mayor invites a shady casino development to town, the invaders’ cutthroat
takeover tactics quickly turn deadly. With
police turning a blind eye, it’s up to the
locals to fight back, and Vince is on the
front line. The pretty photographer hired
by the developers might be the key to
infiltrating the enemy. And a temptation
too good to pass up.

Bound to Danger
Katie Reus
PB $15.50

At a benefit dinner, community activist Maria Cervantes overhears two men
plotting a terrorist attack
that could rock Miami to its
core. But before she can alert authorities,
she’s almost killed in a massive explosion--and wakes up in a hospital with no
memory of what happened.

Concealed in Death
J D Robb
PB $15.50

Leading the demolition of
a long-empty New York
building that once housed
a makeshift shelter for troubled teenagers, Lieutenant Eve Dallas’s husband uncovers two
skeletons wrapped in plastic. And by the
time Eve’s done with the crime scene,
there are twelve murders to be solved.
The victims are all young girls.

Mountain Rescue
Hope White
PB

$11.99

It took just one look in
Quinn Donovan’s eyes
and Wilhelma “Billie”
Bronson knew the search
and rescue volunteer had
saved her life. Again. But this time her
fall down a mountain was no accident.
It seemed her past had come back to
haunt her, and trusting Quinn to protect her was the best way to stay alive.
Before long, though, old feelings resurfaced, and being around him became
more challenging than figuring out who
wanted to hurt her.

LOCAL

SERIAL ROMANCES ORDER FORM
Please complete the order form, by writing the quantity you wish to order in the box on
the left hand side of each title - including details on reverse page, and return to
Robinson’s Bookshop
Harlequin American Romance

Silhouette Desire

#1509

True Blue Cowboy

9780373755301’

Thomas Marin

$10.99

#2317

The Fiancee Caper

9780373733309’

Child Maureen

$10.50

#1510

The Texan’s Little Secret

9780373755318’

White Daille Barbara

$10.99

#2318

Taming the Takeover Tycoon

9780373733316’

Grady Robyn

$10.50

#1511

A Cowboy’s Heart

9780373755325’

Winters Rebecca

$10.99

#2319

The Nanny Proposition

9780373733323’

Bailey Rachel

$10.50

#1512

The Cowboy Meets His Match

9780373755332’

Delaney Roxann

$10.99

#2320

Redeeming the CEO Cowboy

9780373733330’

Sands Charlene

$10.50

#2321

Matched to a Prince

9780373733347’

Cantrell Kat

$10.50

#2322

A Bride’s Tangled Vows

9780373733354’

Wade Dani

$10.50

Harlequin Blaze
#811

A Seal’s Fantasy

9780373798155’

Weber Tawny

$10.99

#812

Behind Closed Doors

9780373798162’

Rawlins Debbi

$10.99

#813

Cabin Fever

9780373798179’

Burns Jillian

$10.99

#1811

Cavanaugh Strong

9780373278817’

Ferrarella Marie

$10.99

#814

Stripped Down

9780373798186’

Ireland Kelli

$10.99

#1812

Deadly Allure

9780373278824’

James Elle

$10.99

#1813

Under the Sheik’s Protection

9780373278831’

Miller C J

$10.99

#1814

Fatal Fallout

9780373278848’

Lacombe Lara

$10.99

Harlequin Historical
#1199

The Lone Sheriff

9780373297993’

Banning Lynna

$12.99

#1200

Lord Havelock’s List

9780373298006’

Burrows Annie

$12.99

#1201

The Gentleman Rogue

9780373298013’

McPhee Margaret

$12.99

#2353

Maverick for Hire

9780373658350’

Banks Leanne

$10.99

#1202

Saved by the Viking Warrior

9780373298020’

Styles Michelle

$12.99

#2354

Wearing the Rancher’s Ring

9780373658367’

Bagwell Stella

$10.99

#2355

A Match Made by Baby

9780373658374’

Smith Karen Rose

$10.99

#2356

Not Just a Cowboy

9780373658381’

Carson Caro

$10.99

#2357

Once Upon a Bride

9780373658398’

Lacey Helen

$10.99

#2358

His Texas Forever Family

9780373658404’

Woods Amy

$10.99

Harlequin Intrigue
#1515

Maverick Sheriff

9780373697823’

Fossen Delores

$10.99

#1516

Way of the Shadows

9780373697830’

Eden Cynthia

$10.99

Dark Skye
Kresley Cole

#1517

Dead Man’s Curve

9780373697847’

Graves Paula

$10.99

#1518

The Wharf

9780373697854’

Ericson Carol

$10.99

Though centuries have
passed since Thronos,
Lord of Skye Hall, lost the
one woman meant for him,
nothing can cool his never-ending need
for Melanthe. She was the girl he loved
and lost as a boy, the girl who nearly
destroyed him.

#1519

Snow Blind

9780373697861’

Miles Cassie

$10.99

#1520

Stalked

9780373697878’

Long Beverly

$10.99

PB $19.99

Season of Passion
Sadie Matthews

PB $16.99

Flora Hammond is trying to make her dream of
being an actress come
true by studying her craft
in Paris. But she cannot escape her
privileged background and the paranoia
of her wealthy father who is obsessive
about his daughters’ safety. The situation is not helped by the fact that Flora’s
older sister, Freya, has just run off with
her bodyguard. Drawn into the family scandal, Flora tries to make peace
between the warring factions. In the
meantime, her path crosses with that of
a mysterious businessman, Andrei Dubrovski, and there is an instant attraction
between them.

Blood Games
Chloe Neill
PB $19.99

Merit didn’t choose to
become a vampire of
Cadogan House, but she
did choose to fight for her
house and forge strong
alliances with powerful people across
Chicago and North America. She’s had
some wild adventures, but this might be

Silhouette Romantic Suspense

Silhouette Special Edition

NEWS FROM ROBINSONS

Harlequin Presents
#3265

Tycoon’s Temptation

9780373132713’

Morey Trish

$10.50

#3266

The Housekeeper’s Awakening

9780373132720’

Kendrick Sharon

$10.50

#3267

More Precious Than a Crown

9780373132737’

Marinelli Carol

$10.50

#3268

Captured by the Sheikh

9780373132744’

Hewitt Kate

$10.50

#3269

A Night in the Prince’s Bed

9780373132751’

Shaw Chantelle

$10.50

#3270

Damaso Claims His Heir

9780373132768’

West Annie

$10.50

#3271

Changing Constantinou’s Game

9780373132775’

Hayward Jennifer

$10.50

#3272

The Ultimate Revenge

9780373132782’

Parker Victoria

$10.50

Harlequin Romance (LARGE PRINT)
#4435

The Rebel and the Heiress

9780373743001’

Douglas Michelle

$11.99

#4436

Not Just a Convenient Marriage

9780373743018’

Gordon Lucy

$11.99

#4437

A Groom Worth Waiting for

9780373743025’

Pembroke Sophie

$11.99

#4438

Crown Prince Pregnant Bride

9780373743032’

Hardy Kate

$11.99

Harlequin Super Romance (LARGE PRINT)
#1938

The Sweetest September

9780373608621’

Talley Liz

$12.99

#1939

The Reasons to Stay

9780373608638’

Drake Laura

$12.99

#1940

This Just In...

9780373608645’

McKenzie Jennifer

$12.99

#1941

Rodeo Dreams

9780373608652’

Anderson Sarah M

$12.99

#1942

To Be a Dad

9780373608669’

Kelly Kate

$12.99

#1943

The Firefighter’s Appeal

9780373608676’

Otto Elizabeth

$12.99

Serial Romances are printed in limited numbers.
To avoid disappointment please complete and place
your order as soon as possible.

					On August 9th we
					celebrate National
					Bookshop Day (NBD)
					
2014. NBD is a
					special day to cele
					brate bookshops in
					the community. We
ask everyone to come along and support Robinsons Bookshop
on NBD and join in the festivities. The Robinsons Team would
be thrilled to see you.
Last year on NBD we launched Blind Date With A Book. The
initiative was so successful we have made it an ongoing offer
at Robinsons Bookshop. Each month our experienced buying
team read the books & reviews and lovingly select 8-10 new
titles that we believe in. Now we bring you Blind Date With A
Young Adult Book - launched on NBD 2014.
			
Remember to join Robinsons Book
			
shop loyalty club during August. It has
been running for over 15 years &
		
awards awards members a 5% rebate on their
			
book purchases. It is free to join and
we keep track of your points and award rebates as they reach
$10. Ask our staff to join you up - it takes less than a minute.
Our August Book News is filled with gift ideas for dad. Our staff
will happily assist you to select that perfect gift. You can also
select from the Graus Comix catalogue items as these are usu
lly in stock at all Robinsons stores.

				
				

Saturday
9th August

CELEBRATE NATIONAL BOOKSHOP DAY
WITH US!

ORDER FORM
Contemporary

9781250041425’

Innocence Undone

Kat Martin

$15.50

9780778316404’

The Sassy Belles

Beth Albright

$15.50

9780373282760’

Protected by the Warrior

Barbara Phinney

$11.99

9781455574971’

Magnolia Drive

Rochelle Alers

$15.50

9781420126532’

A Woman Made for Sin

Michele Sinclair

$15.50

9780425268896’

My Beautiful Enemy

Sherry Thomas

$15.50

9780778316367’

The Mistress of Normandy

Susan Wiggs

$15.50

9780373778874’

No Strings Attached

Susan Andersen

$15.50

9781455599103’

Lady Luck

Kristen Ashley

$13.50

9780373091577’

Wedding Chocolate

Adrianne Byrd

$13.50

9780778317142’

The Dog Park

Laura Caldwell

$15.50

9781492604914’

One Bite Per Night

Brooklyn Ann

$13.50

9780373778614’

Looking for Trouble

Victoria Dahl

$15.50

9781250042910’

Shifter’s Claim

A C Arthur

$15.50

Paranormal

9780451419293’

The Sweetest Summer

Susan Donovan

$15.50

9780425268629’

Guarded

Mary Behre

$15.50

9781250054494’

Homecoming

Lily Everett

$11.99

9780062018977’

The Winter King

C L Wilson

$15.50

9780758292988’

Craving Temptation

Mello Deborah Fletcher

$13.50

9781402287374’

How to Handle a Heartbreaker

Marie Harte

$13.50

9780515154627’

Dark Wolf

Christine Feehan

$15.50

Beyond the Moon and Ghost Wolf

Michele Hauf

$12.99

Linda O Johnston

$12.99

Werewolves

9780758280541’

Honey Pie

Donna Kauffman

$13.50

9780373606726’

9781250048318’

Death Taxes and Silver Spurs

Diane Kelly

$15.50

9780373606733’

Loyal Wolf and Immortal Obsession

9781455546077’

Only with You

Lauren Layne

$11.99

9780373606740’

The Vampire’s Wolf and the Resurrectionist Jenna Kernan

$12.99

9780373606702’

Wed in Wyoming and a Little Texas

Allison Leigh

$12.99

9781402266867’

Hero of a Highland Wolf

Terry Spear

$15.50

9780373446155’

Deadline

Maggie K Black

$11.99

9780373778898’

Hot Intent

Cindy Dees

$15.50

9780373446162’

Out of Hiding

Rachel Dylan

$11.99

9780373446124’

Her Stolen Past

Lynette Eason

$11.99

9780373446131’

A Trace of Memory

Valerie Hansen

$11.99

9781420118520’

Deserves to Die

Lisa Jackson

$15.50

9780778316039’

Declan’s Cross

Carla Neggers

$15.50

9780373180868’

Ready for Romance

Debbie Macomber

$13.50

9780425269886’

Shelter Me

Catherine Mann

$15.50

9781420132373’

The Cottage on the Corner

Shirlee McCoy

$15.50

9780373606719’

Trouble in Tennessee and Montana Sheriff

Tanya Michaels

$12.99

Suspense

9780778316497’

Mr. Right Goes Wrong

Pamela Morsi

$15.50

9780345549037’

Between the Sheets

Molly O’Keefe

$15.50

9781455544721’

Unstoppable

Shannon Richard

$15.50

9780373606696’

The Stranger and Tessa Jones and Not
Without Her Family

Christine Rimmer

$12.99

9780451471260’

Lay It Down

Cara McKenna

$15.50

9780373281824’

Something New

Nora Roberts

$15.50

9780451419224’

Bound to Danger

Katie Reus

$15.50

9780515154146’

Concealed in Death

J D Robb

$15.50

9780373446148’

Mountain Rescue

Hope White

$11.99

9781471113659’

Dark Skye

Kresley Cole

$19.99

9781444781168’

Season of Passion

Sadie Matthews

$16.99

9780575108240’

Blood Games

Chloe Neill

$19.99

9781575669243’

Girlfriends

Patrick Sanchez

$13.50

9781455553747’

Back to You

Jessica Scott

$11.99

9781455525409’

Hideaway Cove

Anna Sullivan

$15.50

9780451466143’

The Man Plan

Tracy Anne Warren

$15.50

9781476732596’

Different Dreams

Tory Cates

$15.50

9780373778959’

Mercy

B J Daniels

$15.50

9780451419163’

Harvest at Mustang Ridge

Jesse Hayworth

$15.50

9781420132427’

Wild Roses

Hannah Howell

$15.50

9781420136906’

One Night with a Cowboy

Cat Johnson

$13.50

9780373779765’

Long Tall Texans Vol II Tyler & Sutton

Diana Palmer

$15.50

9781476759371’

Seducing Lauren

Kristen Proby

$15.50

9780373282753’

The Cattleman Meets His Match

Sherri Shackelford

$11.99

9780373282746’

The Wrangler’s Inconvenient Wife

Lacy Williams

$11.99

9780425273692’

Unbroken

Maisey Yates

$15.50

Western

Historical

Local

Order Form
		sign me up for:
Please

Post all orders to: Robinsons Bookshop
Shop 3/11 Station St, Frankston, Vic, 3199
snail mail

or

email

Booknews (monthly)
Romance Review (monthly)

Please send to the following:
Name:
Address:

P/code

Phone:					Order No.
9780062229830’

I Adored a Lord

Katharine Ashe

$11.99

9780062245182’

The Danger in Tempting an Earl

Sophie Barnes

$15.50

9781250023865’

Why Lords Lose Their Hearts

Manda Collins

$15.50

9780373778881’

Claimed by the Laird

Nicola Cornick

$15.50

9780373282777’

A Mother for His Children

Jan Drexler

$11.99

9781250041616’

Rogue with a Brogue

Suzanne Enoch

$15.50

9780062222503’

A Good Debutante’s Guide to Ruin

Sophie Jordan

$15.50

9780062068675’

Loving Rose

Stephanie Laurens

$15.50

9781402294457’

The Truth about Leo

Katie MacAlister

$15.50

Email:
Payment enclosed or please charge my:
Visa
MCard
Card No.
Expiry

/

Postage
(add $7 if order
is less than $70) $

Signature

TOTAL $

POSTAGE RATES: BOOKS: $7 Postage to all areas for orders under $70;
For orders over $70 postage is FREE.

